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Abstract. Magnetic plasma turbulence is observed over a broad range of scales inthe solar wind. We discuss the results of
high-resolution numerical simulations of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence that models plasma motion at large scales
and the results of numerical simulations of kinetic-Alfvén turbulence that models plasma motion at small, sub-proton scales.
The simulations, with numerical resolutions up to 20483 mesh points in the MHD case and 5123 points in kinetic-Alfvén case
and statistics accumulated over 30 to 150 eddy turnover times, constitute, to the best of our knowledge, the largest statistical
sample of steadily driven three dimensional MHD and kinetic-Alfvén turbulence to date.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic plasma turbulence is observed in the solar
wind over a broad range of scales, from scales much
larger than the typical plasma scales (ion gyroscale, in-
ertial length) to the sub-proton scales. At large scales,
the simplest model for the plasma motion is provided
by one-fluid magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) [e.g., 1].
In this case, turbulence can be thought of as consisting
of Alfvén modes propagating with the Alfvén velocity
along the guide magnetic field and interacting with each
other [2]. In the linear case, Alfvén waves have the dis-
persion relationω = kzvA, wherekz is the wavenumber
along the guide field andvA = B0/

√
4πρ is the Alfvén

speed. One of the main properties of Alfvén turbulence
is its anisotropic spectral energy transfer [3]. It can be
demonstrated numerically, and explained phenomeno-
logically, that the energy gets distributed predominantly
over the modes withk⊥ ≫ k‖, wherek⊥ is the wavenum-
ber normal to the guide field. This result is also consistent
with the observational data [e.g., 4, 5].

As the small scales are reached, it can be argued that
the anisotropic MHD cascade can transform into the cas-
cade of kinetic-Alfvén modes. The argument goes as fol-
lows. When the scales comparable to the ion gyroscale
(ρi) are reached, then, due to the anisotropic energy
distribution, we haveω ∼ kzvA ≪ k⊥vA ∼ k⊥vTi ∼ Ωi,
whereΩi is the ion cyclotron frequency. Therefore, at
k⊥ ∼ 1/ρi, the typical frequency of the turbulent fluctu-
ations is smaller than the ion cyclotron frequency, and
kinetic-Alfvén modes can be effectively generated. Ki-
netic Alfvén modes have a different linearized disper-
sion relation,ω ∝ k⊥kz, so the character of the turbulence
changes qualitatively at sub-proton scales. Phenomeno-

logical dimensional estimates suggest that the energy
spectrum of the fluctuations should become steeper [e.g.,
6, 7, 8, 9], which is indeed consistent with numerical sim-
ulations and observations [e.g., 10, 11, 4, 12, 13].

Due to the faster increase of frequency with the
wavenumber, numerical simulations of kinetic-Alfvén
turbulence require a significantly smaller time step, and
they incur significantly higher computational costs com-
pared to MHD simulations. In this respect, the fluid-
like models that we use in our simulations of kinetic-
Alfvén turbulence, which are computationally signifi-
cantly cheaper than their kinetic or gyrokinetic counter-
parts, allows one to access the inertial intervals and aver-
aging times that are currently unavailable in direct kinetic
or gyrokinetic simulations. For comparison, our simula-
tions of kinetic-Alfvén turbulence are performed at the
resolution of 5123 points for tens of dynamical times [9],
while the largest gyrokinetic simulations comprise 1283

mesh points for a few dynamical times [14, 15].
In this contribution we briefly discuss the results of

our recent high-resolution numerical simulations of both
MHD turbulence and kinetic-Alfvén turbulence. We ex-
pect the results to be valuable for the interpretation of so-
lar wind observations and for constraining phenomeno-
logical models. For example, the energy spectrum and
structures formed in kinetic-Alfvén turbulence are cru-
cial for understanding the mechanism of energy dissipa-
tion in turbulence. The questions of whether the dissipa-
tion is intermittent or space-distributed and whether the
dissipated energy leads to thermalized or accelerated par-
ticles depend on the small-scale structure of turbulence.
Another recently studied effect, stochastic particle heat-
ing by Alfvénic turbulence [16, 17], also depends on the
character of turbulence at (sub)proton scales.



MHD TURBULENCE

The incompressible MHD equations take the form

∂z±

∂ t
∓vA ·∇z±+

(

z∓ ·∇
)

z± =−∇P+ν∇2z±+ f±, (1)

where z± = v ± b are the Elsässer variables,v is the
fluctuating plasma velocity,b is the fluctuating magnetic
field (in units of the Alfvén velocity),vA =B0/

√
4πρ0 is

the Alfvén velocity based upon the uniform background
magnetic fieldB0, P = (p/ρ0 + b2/2), p is the plasma
pressure,ρ0 is the background plasma density,ν is the
fluid viscosity (which, for simplicity, we have taken to be
equal to the magnetic diffusivity) andf± represent forces
that drive the turbulence at large scales.

For strong MHD turbulence, Goldreich & Sridhar [3]
argued that the pseudo-Alfvén modes are dynamically
irrelevant, since due to their polarization they are coupled
only to field-parallel gradients, which are small since
k‖ ≪ k⊥. If one filters out the pseudo-Alfvén modes by
settingz±‖ = 0, it can be shown that the resulting system
is equivalent to the Reduced MHD model:

∂z±

∂ t
∓vA ·∇z±+

(

z∓ ·∇⊥
)

z± =−∇⊥P+ν∇2z±+ f±⊥. (2)

Here the fluctuating fields have only two vector com-
ponents, but each depends on all three spatial coordi-
nates [e.g., 1]. By varying the amplitudes of the external
forces, one can drive the turbulence either in the balanced
regime (z+ ≈ z−) or in the imbalanced regime (z+ 6= z−).
The latter case is common in nature, and in particular it
applies to the solar wind where more Alfvén waves prop-
agate from the sun than toward the sun.

The results of our simulations are presented in Fig. 1
for balanced turbulence, and in Fig. 2 for the imbalanced
case. We see that in both cases the spectrum of the total
energyE = 1/2

∫
[

(z+)2+(z−)2
]

, as well as the spec-
tra of the individual componentsE+ = 1/2

∫

(z+)2 and

E+ = 1/2
∫

(z−)2 scale close tok−3/2
⊥ as the Reynolds

number increases. In addition to measuring the spectra
of the Elsässer variables, one can measure the Fourier
spectra of the magnetic and velocity fluctuations sepa-
rately. It turns out that they are not identical, at least when
the inertial interval cannot be made very large, as in our
simulations. Rather, the spectrum of the magnetic field
appears to be slightly steeper than the spectrum of the
velocity field. This effect is also seen in solar wind mea-
surements [e.g., 18]. The excess of magnetic energy over
kinetic energy (the presence of the so-called residual en-
ergy) turns out to be a characteristic property of MHD
turbulence, e.g. [19, 20, 21].

Another important comment is related to the struc-
ture of MHD turbulence. One can measure the so-called

FIGURE 1. Field-perpendicular energy spectra obtained in
simulations of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence with a strong
guide field.

FIGURE 2. Energy spectraE+(k⊥) andE−(k⊥) in imbal-
anced RMHD as the Reynolds number increases.

scale-dependent dynamic alignment between the mag-
netic and velocity fluctuations, that is defined as

θ(l) = 〈|δv⊥(l)×δb⊥(l)|〉/〈|δv⊥(l)||δb⊥(l)|〉, (3)

whereδv⊥(l) andδb⊥(l) are the field-perpendicular ve-
locity and magnetic field increments, respectively, cor-
responding to the field-perpendicular scale separationl.
The scaling of the alignment angle can be measured ac-
curately over a broad range of scales, from the inertial
interval to the dissipation range, see Fig. 3. The obtained
scaling θ(l) ∝ l1/4 was proposed to be related to the

non-Kolmogorov energy spectrumk−3/2
⊥ ; for more dis-

cussions see [22, 23, 24].

KINETIC-ALFVÉN TURBULENCE

At scales smaller than the ion gyroscale, turbulence can
arguably be dominated by kinetic Alfvén modes. In
this case, if the kinetic effects (Landau damping, wave-
particle scattering) can be neglected, the dynamics of the
magnetic field fluctuations (expressed through the mag-
netic potential componentAz) and the electron density



FIGURE 3. Measurements of the dynamic alignment angle
(3) in balanced RMHD. The dotted line has a slope of 1/4. The
largest simulations have a resolution of 20483.

fluctuations (ne) can be described by the so-called two-
field system [e.g., 25, 26, 27, 9]. Using the normalized
electron densityn, and the normalized magnetic poten-
tial ψ, we have

∂tψ +∇‖n = η∇2
⊥ψ + fψ , (4)

∂tn−∇‖∇2
⊥ψ = ν∇2

⊥n+ fn. (5)

whith the normalization:n = (1+Ti/Te)
1/2(vs/vA)ne/n0

and ψ = (vs/c)eAz/Te, where vs = (Te/mi)
1/2 is the

ion-acoustic speed. In addition, the spatial scales are
normalized to the ion-acoustic scaleρs, and the time
scale to(ρs/vA)(1+Ti/Te)

−1/2.1 The large-scale forces
supply energy at large scales, while the small dissipation
terms serve to remove the energy at small scales (and
they are mostly needed to stabilize the code).

The nonlinearity enters this system through the op-
erator∇‖, which denotes the derivative along the mag-
netic field that has both mean and fluctuating parts, that
is, ∇‖ = ∇z + ẑ×∇ψ ·∇⊥. The nonlinearity thus comes
through magnetic line bending due to magnetic fluctu-
ations. In the linear case, which is obtained by replac-
ing ∇‖ → ∇z, we obtain the dispersion relation for the
kinetic-Alfvén wavesω = kzk⊥. In these waves, mag-
netic fluctuations are in equipartition with the density
fluctuations, that is,nk =±|k⊥|ψk.

Without the forcing and the dissipation terms the sys-
tem (4, 5) conserves the total energy,E, and the cross-
correlation,H,

E =
∫
(

|∇⊥ψ|2+n2
)

d3x, H =
∫

ψnd3x. (6)

1 Here we present the results derived for small plasma beta. As dis-
cussed in [27, 9], essentially the same dimensionless model applies for
beta∼ 1 as well.

FIGURE 4. Energy spectrum of strong kinetic-Alfvén turbu-
lence at sub-proton scales, obtained in two-field numerical sim-
ulations of [9]. For comparison, the dash-triple-dot line shows
the total spectrum compensated byk7/3.

In a turbulent state, the energy cascades toward small
scales while the cross-correlation cascades toward large
scales. The energy spectrum produced in the numerical
simulations is shown in Fig. 4. The measured spectrum is
close to−8/3, which is steeper than the−7/3 predicted
by phenomenological theories based on dimensional ar-
guments [e.g., 6, 7]. It is interesting that a spectrum
closer to−8/3 was also recently inferred from observa-
tions of subproton magnetic and density fluctuations in
the solar wind [e.g., 4, 11, 12].

We note that the magnetic energy exceeds the kinetic
energy at all scales in the inertial interval. Our simu-
lations (not shown here) demonstrate that this effect is
not related to the forcing routine; the excess of magnetic
energy in the inertial interval is also observed in simu-
lations where only the density field is forced or where
both the density and magnetic fields are forced at large
scales. This effect is analogous to the generation of resid-
ual energy in MHD turbulence, where the magnetic en-
ergy also provides the dominant contribution. We also
point out that it is the total energy rather than its density
and magnetic-field related components that has a good
scaling, in close analogy with MHD turbulence.

Various explanations have been proposed for the
steeper than−7/3 spectrum of subproton turbulence ob-
served in the solar wind. They include steepening of
the spectrum by Landau damping, weakening of turbu-
lence, wave-particle interactions, etc. [e.g., 28, 29]. In
our model wave-particle interactions are absent, how-
ever, the steeper spectrum persists. A possible explana-
tion proposed in [9] invoked intermittency corrections
that result from two-dimensional structures formed by
density and magnetic fluctuations. They point to an in-
teresting possibility that the observed scaling is not an
artifact of non-universal or dissipative effects, rather,it is
an inherent property of the nonlinear turbulent dynamics.
The spectrum may therefore be universal, analogous to
the Kolmogorov spectrum of fluid turbulence. A defini-
tive numerical study that requires higher numerical reso-
lution will be conducted in due course.
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